
VAMPIRE BAT TRANSFORMATION

Be a powerful vampire and transform yourself into a flying vamp
bat !

• Surprise your friends or foes ! 
• The easiest way to shape shift and move around as a flying bat. 
• Great FX with the transformation.

USE THE SKILL

This item requires rez permissions.

• Transform •

Simply click its icon on your M3-HUD.
It will create an arcane circle at your feet.
If you have an RLV enabled viewer, sit is automatic, if not simply click
on the arcane circle to sit on it.

• Effects •

While you'll sit on the arcane circle, you'll be transformed into a flying
vampire bat.



• Commands •

Simply use arrow keys to fly around, use page up (or E) to fly up and
page down (or C) to fly down.

• Stop •

Just click the "Stop" button of your M3-HUD.

*NOTE*
It can happen that your avatar doesn't re-appear correctly to all when
you stop the spell. If it happen, simply teleport out and back.

INSTALLATION

IMPORTANT : Be sure to be in a script allowed area and wear the
latest version of the [M3-HUD].

Find the INSTALLER in the package, just wear it with your M3-
HUD, and then touch it to start the installation. Wait a few
seconds ....Done !

Once terminated, the installer will automatically detach from your
screen.

You will immediately be able to use the newly installed skill in your M3-
HUD !

OPTIONAL RLV FUNCTIONS

The M3-HUD is RLV (Restrained Life Viewer) compatible and
offers many advantage if you have RLV active, by automating
many of its actions.

To enable RLV on FireStrom : 
Viewer -> Preferences -> Firestorm (General tab) -> Check the "Allow
Remote Script Viewers Controls (RLVa)" box (the first box)-> Apply ->
Ok.



If you didn't enabled RLV in your viewer prior to wear the HUD, please
detach and re-attach the HUD to connect its RLV options.

UPDATES

Free and automatic updates !

Once a new version of the Bat Transform is released, you will receive it
automatically.

To replace a previous version of a skill already installed on your M3-
HUD, simply re-install it using the installer.

SUPPORT

If you have any questions or need assistance, feel free
to contact Taisha Emerald in Second Life®

Or simply start a live chat with us on the web.

Because it's always a pleasure for us to help you, and take part
in your best virtual experiences !
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